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0. INTRODUCTION 
In [9], Gromov introduced the notion of the bounded cohomology Hz(X, R) with the 
pseudo-norm /I./I for any topological space X. In the case where X is a closed, connected 
orientable surface Ze of genus q > 1, the second bounded cohomology HE&, R) is well 
investigated, for example, see [4,15,1]. Here, we study the third bounded cohomology 
Hz&; R) and show that it is closely connected with the three-dimensional hyperbolic 
geometry. One of the usual approaches in the cohomology theory is to seek cohomological 
properties derived from geometric or topological conditions. We now prove conversely that 
some geometrical properties are completely determined by cohomological conditions. 
Let 2+ (E,) be the set of equivalence classes (M, f) such that M is an oriented hyperbolic 
3-manifold with the injectivity radius inj(M) = inf{injM(x); x E M} > 0, and f: & -+ M is 
a homotopy equivalence map (called a marking). Here, two such elements (M,, j,,), (MI, fi) 
are said to be equivalent, i.e. (M,,j,,) = (M,, _fi) in 2+ (E,), if there exists an orientation- 
preserving isometry tl : MO + MI such that a of0 is homotopic to fi. An element 
(M, f) E GYP+ (Xc,) is called quasi-Fuchsian, singly-degenerate, or doubly-degenerate if M has, 
respectively, no, only one, or two geometrically infinite ends. 
For any oriented, hyperbolic 3-manifold M, let We be the bounded 3-cocycle on 
M defined by WJCJ) = &(straight(o)) for any singular simplex cr : A3 + M, where & is the 
volume form on M. We say that [oM] EH~(M; R) is the fundamental class on M. 
In [ 141, Minsky proved that the equivalence class (M, f) E S+ (C,) is determined only by 
the ending invariants. This result presents us a new theme that finds out suitable conditions 
for elements of 2+ (Z,) to have the same ending invariants. In this paper, we present such 
a condition in terms of the (induced) fundamental classes [f*(~~)] in Hz&; R) for 
(M, f)~ S+ (X:,). It is easily seen that, if (MO, fO) = (Mi , fd in 2+ @,), then 
[f$((w&] = [f;“(oM,)] in Hz@,; R). On the other hand, in the case of (M,, fO) doubly 
degenerate, as a sufficient condition for (M,, fO) = (M,, fi) in S+(Z,), one does not 
necessarily require that they determine the same fundamental class in Hz&; R). In fact, the 
following theorem implies that we only need the weaker condition that their fundamental 
classes are close to each other in Hz(&; R) with respect o the pseudo-norm 11.11. 
THEOREM A (Cohomological nearness implies geometric sameness). For a given i0 > 0, 
let (M,, fO) be any doubly-degenerate element of%+ (C,) with inj(n/r,) 2 iO. Then, there exists 
a constant E( g, i,,) > 0 depending only on g and i0 so that any element (MI, fi) of SF+ (C,) 
s~Wyic7 II C_h*h4J - Cfi*khf,)l II < E in Hz(C,; R) is equal to (M,, fO) in ST+ (C,). 
Matsumoto-Morita [13] and Ivanov [lo] proved independently that, for any topologi- 
cal space X, the pseudo-norm (I.11 on the second bounded cohomology Hz(X; R) is a norm, 
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and (HE(X; R), 11.11) is a Banach space. On the other hand, according to Soma [20], the 
pseudo-norm on Hz(Zg; R) is not a norm. So, it is convenient o consider the quotient space 
HB3(Z,; R) = Hz&; R)/{[c] EH~(&; R); )I [c] /I = O}. Note that HB3(E:,; R) is a Banach 
space with the norm (I.Ij. The element of HB3(C,; R) corresponding to [c] EH~(&; R) is 
denoted by [c]~. Suppose that {(M,, fJ}?= 1 is a sequence of elements in Z+ (C,) converging 
strongly to an element (M,, fO)~ yi”+ (C,). Then, it seems evident that {[J,*(o,+&>~= 1
converges to [&*(o~J]~ in HB3(C,; R). However, the following corollary shows that, in 
general, it does not hold. 
COROLLARY B (Geometric nearness does not imply cohomological nearness). Suppose 
that {(M,, f,)K= 1 is a sequence in Z+(C,) such that each (M,,, fn) is not doubly-degenerate. 
Then, C{ fn*(m&lB>P= I contains no subsequences converging in HB3(C,; R) to the (induced) 
fundamental classes of doubly-degenerate elements of yi”+ (C,). 
In [22], Yoshida proved that Hz@,; R) is infinitely generated. As is pointed out by 
Mitsumatsu [lS], if one can prove that HB3(C,; R) is infinitely generated, then the 
dimension of Hz@,; R) is naturally the cardinarity of the continuum. For any k E N and any 
pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism f : TZs + C,, let {D,,( f )k}FE 1 be the sequence of 3-chains in 
E, x (- co, co) given by Yoshida. Since, for each k E N, the sequence {11 D,( f )k /I }.“= 1of their 
Gromov norms diverges to the infinity as n + 00, it seems difficult to use these 3-chains in 
HB3(C,; R). So, we will prove the following corollary by the argument different from that 
in [22]. 
COROLLARY C. The dimensions of the R-vector spaces Hz@,; R) and HB3(C,; R) are the 
cardinarity of the continuum. 
In [21, Ch. 61, Thurston presented a stronger version of Mostow’s rigidity theorem for 
closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds by using the Gromov invariant. This shows that, for any 
continuous, degree-one map h : MO + M, between closed, oriented hyperbolic 3-manifolds, 
if vol(MO) = vol(M,) or, equivalently, if [sZ,J = [h*(R,,)] in H3(M0; R), then h is 
homotopic to an orientation-preserving isometry. Here, we consider a rigidity theorem for 
certain hyperbolic 3-manifolds M of infinite volume in terms of fundamental classes 
CWMI E H%C RI. 
A Haken manifold W is a compact, connected, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold 
containing an incompressible surface, e.g. W = Z& x [0, 11. Such a manifold is said to be 
boundary-irreducible if each component of a W is incompressible in W. The genus of d W is 
the sum of genera of all components of d W. 
THEOREM D (Infinite-volume version of the Gromov-Thurston rigidity theorem). Let 
W be a boundary-irreducible Haken manifold with genus(8W) = g > 1, and let M,, MI be 
oriented hyperbolic 3-manifolds without geometrically jinite ends and with inj(M,), 
inj(M,) > i0 > 0. Suppose that there exist homotopy equivalence maps f;: W + Mi for 
i = 0, 1. Then, the following three conditions are mutually equivalent. 
(i) There exists an orientation-preserving isometry ~1: MO + MI such that a of0 is 
homotopic to fi . 
(3 Cfdc(~~,)l = CfiYadl in Hb3W’; W 
(iii) II Cfo*(~dl - Cf;F(adl II < dg, 4 in Hi?(W; W 
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Note that, in general, a compact core of Mi is not homeomorphic to W. However, 
Theorem D implies that [fi*(oy,)] E Hz( W; R) still keeps the information on the topologi- 
cal type of Mi. 
We review briefly in Section 1 the notation and definitions needed in later sections. In 
Section 2, the results of Cannon-Thurston [7] and Minsky [14] are rearranged so as to be 
suitable for our purpose. In Sections 3 and 4, most of our efforts are devoted to proving the 
key lemma (Lemma 4.4). The proofs of our theorems and corollaries will be given in 
Section 5. 
In the sequel [19] of this paper, interactions between the third bounded cohomology 
and topologically tame Kleinian groups are investigated, where Canary’s results [S, 61 on 
such Kleinian groups play important roles. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let C*(X) be the dual space of the singular complex C,(X) with real coefficient for 
a topological space X. We consider the subspace C,*(X) of C*(X) consisting of bounded 
cochains, that is, c E C:(X) means that 
I/c/I = sup(lc(c~)l, o:A --f X is a singular n-simplex} < co. 
Since the nth coboundary operator 6” : C”(X) + C”+ l(X) satisfies S’(C[(X)) c CE+ l(X), the 
bounded cochain complex (C,*(X), 6* Icr& defines the cohomology 
H;(X; R) = Z;(X)/B”,(X) 
with the pseudo-norm /I ~111 = inf{ II c II ; c is a bounded n-cocycle with [c] = U} for 
01 EHt(X; R), where Z”,(X) is the set of bounded n-cocycles and B!(X) is the set of bounded 
n-coboundaries. We refer to [9,3, lo] for fundamental results on bounded cohomology. 
Consider an element (M, f) of %+ (XJ. A closed subset 1 of & is a geodesic lamination if 
it consists of mutually disjoint, simple geodesics (called leaves of 2). For a hyperbolic metric 
z on C,, a locally pathwise-isometric mapfo : (E,, z) -+ M homotopic tofis pleated if there 
exists a lamination 1 in C, such that (i) for each leaf 1 of I,f,(l) is a geodesic in M, and (ii) for 
each component A of C, - A, the restriction f0 I A is a totally geodesic immersion. By 
Bonahon [2], each of the two ends of M is either geometrically finite or geometrically 
infinite tame. Here, an end d is said to be geometricallyjinite if there exists a neighborhood 
of d in M disjoint from all closed geodesics in M, and &’ is geometrically infinite tame if there 
exists a sequence { fn : (C,, 7,) + M; nEN} of pleated maps converging to 8. 
For a topological space X, we denote the direct product space X x ..+ x X of m-copies 
of X by IPX. For any Y c X, the subspace V”Y of II”Y c IImX is defined by 
{(yr, . . ..y.)~II”‘Y;,~=yjforsomei,jwith 1 <i<j<m}. 
We denote by B” the unit n-ball model for the union I-PUS”,-’ of the hyperbolic n-space 
and the (n - 1)-sphere at infinity. Let I be a torsion-free discrete subgroup of Isom+(H”). 
The quotient space M” = H”/I is a hyperbolic n-manifold and the quotient map 
4 : H” + M” is the universal covering. Since V4Sk- ’ is invariant under the diagonal action of 
I on I14B”, the quotient map 
P . I14B” - V4S”,- 1 + Y(M”) = (I-14B” - V4y”,- ‘)/I- M” . 
is well defined, and the quotient space Yintint. = (I14H”)/I is a subspace of Y’(M’). 
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Consider the standard regular 3-simplex (or tetrahedron) 
A3 = {t,,u,, + tlul + t2u2 + t3v3; iiO ti = 1, ti 2 0 for i = 0,1,2,3} 
in R4, where v0 = (l,O,O,O), vi = (0, l,O,O), v2 = (O,O, l,O), ug = (O,O,O, 1). We assume that 
A3 has the orientation induced from the ordered vertices (uO, ui, u2, u3), that is, it has the 
triple (vl - vO, v2 - uo, u3 - vo) of vectors as a positive frame on A3. For any 
(x0, x1, x2, x3) E I14B” - V4S”,- I, there exists a unique straight (ideal) 3-simplex r~ : A3 + B” 
with a = Xi for i = 0, 1,2, 3, see [21, Section 6.11. Hence, the set of all straight 3-simplices 
is identified with IT4B” - V4S”,-‘. For a singular simplex r~ : A3 + B”, the straight simplex 
5: A3 + B” with *(vi) = a(vi) (i = 0, 1,2,3) is said to be obtained by straightening G and 
denoted by straight(o). 
For any straight simplex 8 : A3 + B”, the composition g = 4 0 gIAs _ TYb : A3 - vc -+ M” is 
a straight simplex in M”, where Y^, = Z:- ‘(S”,- i ) is the set of ideal vertices of 6:. Through the 
one-to-one correspondence between 0 and P&c?(uo), a”(vi), g(u2), g3(v3)), one can identify 
the set of all straight 3-simplices in M” with Y(M”). For any singular 3-simplex 0: A3 --f M”, 
the straightened simplex straight(a) of G is defined by straight(a) = qo straight(c), where 
5: A3 + H” is a lift of 0 onto H”. It is easily seen that the definition of straight(o) is 
independent of the choice of a lift 6. 
The set 9(M”) of all bounded functionsf: Y(M”) + R is a normed space with the norm 
11 f 11 = sup{ f(x); x E Y(M”)}. The restrictionfI,,“,(,., is regarded as an element of Cz(M”) by 
setting 
f(g) =f(~(vo), O(&), @2), 03)) 
for any (usual) singular simplex ~7 : A3 + M”. Then,fE 9(M”)nZ~(M”) means thatfE 9(M”) 
and flY,4.,,(M”J~Z~(M”). We say that fog is nearly continuous if there exists a r- 
invariant, countable set A c S”,- ’ such that fl.4P(M”,Aj : Y(M”; A) + R is continuous, where 
Y(M”; A) = PW(I14(B” - A) - V4(Snc1 - A)). Let 9,,,,(M”) be the subspace of 9(M”) 
consisting of all bounded, nearly continuous functions f: Y(M”) + R. 
Consider the set B(M”) of all Bore1 measures p on Y(M”) with compact support and 
with bounded total variation II p 11, that is, 
II P II = sup 
U 
Oe,YcM”jf(b) &(a); f IS a measurable function with IfI < 1 
1 
< co. 
By identifying any straight 3-simplex (T : A3 + M with the Dirac measure 6, on 9’(M”), one 
can regard any straight 3-chain in C,(M”) as an element of 5?(M”). For CE~,,,,,(M”) and 
p E &?(M”), if II p I Y,M”j _ .Y(M”; aj 11 = 0, then the integral of c over ~1 is well defined by 
C(P) = s 44 444. ae.Y(M”) 
The sequence {pm> c 9(M”) is said to converge weakly to p EB(M”) with respect to 
9,,,.(M”) if, for any CE~&M”), Ic(p,,J - c(p)1 converges to 0 as m + cc. 
LEMMA 
2, II G II P II f or a 11 fJ; su ciently large meN and there exists a constant K > 0 
with/l~~,Il~Kforallm~N,thenIc(~)I~~IIdll+lleIIII~ll. 
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Proof. Since c(0) = 6(d)(a) - e(a) for any (r E %nl.(““), c(%) = (dd)(%) - e(z,) 
= &&,) - e&J. Hence, I&)1 < Id(&Jl + le(z,)l < II d II /I% II + II e II II z, II G K II d II 
+ ll e /I II z, II. Since lim,,,+,Ic(z,)I = Ic(p)I and lim sup,+, II z, /I 6 II P II, we have 
IC(PL)I G K II d II + II e II II P Il. cl 
Let p : G + H be a homomorphism between two groups G, H which act on topological 
spaces X and Y, respectively. A map f: X + Y is said to be p-equivariant if, for all g E G and 
XEX,f($?.X) = p(g).&). 
A mapf: X + Y between metric spaces is (K, b)-quasi-isometric for K 2 1 and 6 b 0 if 
; 44f(x)A~)) - 6 6 &(x, Y) G WU64 f(y)) + 6 
for all x, y EX. 
Let f: N -+ M be a surjective, homotopy-equivalence map between connected 3-mani- 
folds with path metrics, and let f”: m + fi be the lift onto the universal coverings. We 
suppose that N satisfies the following. 
(1.1) For each x E fl and any r > 0, the r-neighborhood of x in fl is homeomorphic to 
the unit 3-ball. 
LEMMA 1.2. If f”: N + ii? is quasi-isometric, then there exists a continuous, quasi-isometric 
map g: ii? + iii such that both dm(x, 6 of”(x)) and d& y,jo g”(y)) are bounded for all x E fl 
and y~ii?, and which is equivariant with respect to the inverse isomorphism 
(f*)_ l: TW) + %W). 
Proof For a simplicial decomposition K for M such that the diameters of all 3-simplices 
in K are bounded, consider the induced decomposition r? on fi. For the O-skeleton R(O) of 
i?, one can construct an (f,)- ‘-equivariant map il zcO1 : I?(‘) + N such that g”(v) EY- l(v) for 
all v E R(O). It is easily seen that ~IR,o, can be extended to our desired, equivariant, continuous 
mapg”:Ii?-iN. cl 
2. CANNON-THURSTON-MINSKY INVERSES 
In this section, we always assume that (M, f) IS an element of Z+ (C,). Fix an orientation 
on C, so that ZZs x R has the orientation induced from those on Z, and R. Since each end of 
M is either geometrically finite or geometrically infinite tame, by [21, Theorem 9.4.11 there 
exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism h : Zs x R + M such that h IpSx (oj is 
homotopic tof: The end of M contained in h(C, x [0, co)) is called the ( + )-end. The other 
end of M is the ( - )-end. 
A measured lamination I on C, is a geodesic lamination with invariant transverse 
measure. The underlying lamination of A is called the support of 1 and denoted by I,? I. As 
was shown in [21, Section 9.71, the set _&P’(C,) of measured laminations on & admits the 
suitable topology such that &y(C,) is homeomorphic to R6g-6. Let &F(C,) be the set of 
equivalence classes of topological foliations on C, with saddle singularities, equipped with 
transverse invariant measure; see [B] for details. It is well known that &P(Z:,) is naturally 
identified with &2(&J, for example, see [12]. 
For a Fuchsian group II with C, = HZ/l-I, the action of II on B2 is naturally extended to 
the isometric action on H3 and the conformal action on S’,. Let H+, H _ be, respectively, the 
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( + ) and ( - )-hemispheres in S’, such that H+ nH_ = aB2 = S,&, and let 
p+:intH+ +intH,/II = ZV and p_ :intH_ + intH _./I3 = Es be the universal coverings. 
For two measured foliations A+, A_ E A!Y((c,), we set 1, = p; ‘(A,) c H + and 
I_ = pI’(J-) c H_. 
Let N be the product space C, x R, and let p: 2, = H2 + C, and qN: m + N be the 
universal coverings. Consider the embedding i : fl-+ B3 satisfying the following: 
(i) i(R) = int B3. 
(ii) i&) = int B2 and the restriction il,-#: H2 + int B2 is isometric. 
(iii) For any (x, t) E fl = c”, x R, i(x, t) is on the geodesic line L in int B3 = H3 meeting 
int B2 orthogonally at i(x, 0) and such that, if t > 0 (resp. t < 0), then i(x, t) is in the positive 
(resp. negative) side of L with hyperbolic distance 1 t 1 from i(x, 0). 
Obviously, i 0 lI 0 i- ’ acts on int B3 = H3 isometrically. Thus, fl is idn-equivariantly 
embedded in B3. 
We set I- = a1 (M), and let p : II + r c Isom+(H3) be the isomorphism induced from the 
marking f: C, + M. According to Minsky [14, Section 71, for a fixed hyperbolic surface 
(X:,, z), there exists a path metric 0 on N extending the metric on (&, z) x (0) satisfying the 
following: 
(iv) There exists a surjective, continuous map_&:@/, a) + M such that (fi, c?) satisfies 
(1.1) and its lift &: (fl, t) = (H3, 8) + H3 is a p-equivariant, quasi-isometry which can be 
extended to a p-equivariant, continuous map F: B3 + B3, where fl is embedded in B3 as 
above. 
(v) There exist two measured foliations a+, A_ E _h’F(C,) (possibly A+ = 0 or A_ = 0) 
such that, for any leaves 1, of 1, and l_ of I-, cl(l+)ncl(l_) = 0 and such that, for any 
points x, y E S”, with x # y, F(x) = F(y) if and only if there exists a leaf 1 of either 1, or I_ 
with {x, y} c cl(l), where cl(l) is the closure of 1 in S”,. 
(vi) If A+ = 0 (resp. E,_ = @), then Flint,+:int H+ + S”, (resp. Fli,tH_ :int H- + Si) is 
a smooth embedding. 
The supports 1 p + [,I p _ 1 of the measured laminations ,u + , p_ E JH~(C,) corresponding 
to A+ and A_ are called respectively the ( + ) and ( - 
B3 -+ B3 is the Cannon-Thurston-Minsky map (for short CTM-map) for (M, f). 
The following lemma will be useful to compare any two elements of &‘+ (Z,). We refer to 
[18, Theorem] for the proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. With the notation as above, both the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure of A’ 
in Sk and the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure of A2 in S”, are zero. Furthermore, if(M, f) 
is doubly-degenerate, then F ISI-,,~ : SL - A’ -+ S’, - A2 is a homeomorphism. q 
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In the doubly-degenerate case, we say that the inverse homeomorphism 
‘pa = (F~s~-*l)-l:S~ - A2 -4; -A’ 
is the CTM-inverse of F. 
We fix a euclidean metric on the unit 3-ball B3 = H3uS&. For any small r > 0, the 
(euclidean) r-neighborhood of x0 ES; in B3 is called the halfr-ball in B3 centered at x0. 
By Lemma 1.2, there exists a p-‘-equivariant, continuous quasi-isometry 
4 : H3 -+ (H3, 5) such that d&x, f”o g”(x)) (x E H3) and &“,a)( y, 6 oy( y)) ( y E (H3, 5)) are 
bounded. Consider the natural projection 7t: B3 -+ B2 such that, for any x E B2 c B3, 
z(x) = x, and for any yeB3 - B2, n(y) is the intersection point of int B2 = Hz with the 
geodesic line L in H3 meeting H2 orthogonally and satisfying cl(L)3 y. The composition 
‘pr = ~cI(R~,~)o g: H3 + H2 is a p- ‘-equivariant, continuous map. 
LEMMA 2.2. In the doubly-degenerate case, the union @ = cpOucpl : B3 - A2 + B2 - A’ is 
ap-’ -equivariant continuous map. 
Proof: First we note that both cpo : S’, - A2 + Sk - A’ and cpl : H3 + H2 are continu- 
ous and p-’ -equivariant. For any x E S”, - A2, let {x,} c H3 be a sequence converging to 
x in B3 - A2. Let B,(cpo(x)) be the half s-ball in B3 centered at cpo(x). The 2-disk 
P = B,(cpo(x))ncl(B3 - B,(cpo(x))) separates B3 into two components. Since P is compact, 
F(P) is also compact. Since cpo(x)$A’, xnF(P) = 8. Hence, for any R > 0, there exists 
a 6 > 0 such that the hyperbolic distance dm(Bd(x)nH3, F(P)nH3) is greater than R, where 
B,(x) is the half &ball centered at x. Since 6 is a quasi-isometry and since 
sup,,p(d~H3,8)(BOf(X), x)> < cc, we can take 6 > 0 so that 
g”(B,(x)nH3)n(PnH3) = 8 
and, hence, @(&(x)nH3) c B,(cpo(x)). Since x, E Bd(x)nH3 for all sufficiently large n, 4(x,,) is 
contained in B,(cpo(x)). This implies that {@(xJ} converges to cpo(x). Since the natural 
projection rr : B3 -+ B2 is continuous, (cpl(x,)} converges to rr 0 cpo(x) = cpo(x). This fact 
together with the continuities of cpo, ‘pl shows that Q, is continuous. 0 
3. BOREL MEASURES ON THE SPACES OF STRAIGHT SIMPLICES 
For a fixed element (M, f) E H+ (C,), let p : lI -+ I- be the isomorphism induced from the 
marking f: C, + M, and q : H3 -+ M = H3/F the universal covering. The inner center of 
a non-degenerate straight 3-simplex (T : A3 + B3 is the center of the greatest hyperbolic 
3-ball in (r(A$, where Ai = A3 - (vo, ul, u2, u3}. The inner center of a straight 3-simplex 
(T : A3 - “y, -+ M in M is x, = q(x”J, where &E H3 is the inner center of a lift 
c?: A3 - Ve + H3 of (T. A non-degenerate 3-simplex g: A3 + B3 is positive if r~ is an orienta- 
tion-preserving embedding, and otherwise negative. 
For a non-degenerate, straight simplex e : A3 + B3, smearM(e) is the Bore1 measure 
on 9’(M) defined in [21, Ch. 61 such that supp(smear,(a)) = P,({y 0 Q: A3 + B3; 
y E Isom+ (H3)}), and for any Bore1 subspace L of M, smearM(9(a, L)) = vol(L), where 
_??(a, L) = {z E supp(smear,(o)); the inner center of 7 EL). A rejected simplex g_ : A3 + B3 
of CJ is defined by r 0 G, where r: B3 + B3 is an orientation-reversing involution with 
rIH3 : H3 + H3 isometric. For a positive, regular ideal simplex o,,~: A3 -+ B3, we consider the 
Bore1 measure 
z(M) = i(smearM(o,,,) - smear&Greg, _)) 
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on Y(M). We set z(L) = z(M)l, for 2 = _Y(oreg, L)u_Y(o,,,, _, L). If L is compact, then 
z(L) has the compact support 5!? and (1 z(L) 11 = vol(L) < co. In particular, z(L) is an element 
of B(M). 
Consider the quotient space 
p(M) = (l-14(B3 - A’) - V”(S2, - A’))/~. 
Then, pi”,. c P(M) c Y(M). 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we suppose that (MJ) is a doubly-degenerate 
element of yi”+ (C,) with inj(M) z i0 for a given i0 > 0. Since @I,, _ r\~ = ‘p. is then injective, 
we have 
I-14@(I14(B3 - A2) - V4(S2, - A2)) c l-14(B2 - A’) - V4(S& - A’) 
c r14B2 - V4S1 00 
Since, by Lemma 2.2, I14@ is continuous and p-l -equivariant, the quotient map 
Y: 9yM) + Y(C,) 
is well-defined and continuous. Thus, for the restriction z(L)IpCMjr u(L) = Y’, (z(L)lg& is 
a Bore1 measure on Y(C,). 
LEMMA 3.1. u(L) has a compact support and 11 u(L) I/ = /I z(L) /I. In particular, u(L) is an 
element of g(C,). 
Proof. Let D be the Dirichlet domain for M with center Z. E q- l(L), and let 2 be the set 
of all regular, ideal simplices 6 : A3 + B3 whose inner centers are contained in the compact 
set Dnq-l(L). Since 8 is a compact subset of I14Si, Z? = I14(Flsb)-‘(p) is closed, and 
hence compact in I14S&. Since y is contained in I14Sa - V4Sk, f = Pz,(y) is compact in 
Y(E,) = (JJ4B2 - V”Sb)/II. Since supp(u(L)) is a closed subset of Y&J by the definition of 
supp(u(L)) that C = Y&J - supp(u(L)) is the maximum open subset with (1 u(L)lc 11 = 0 
and since supp(u(L)) is contained in Y-, supp(u(L)) is compact. Since, by Lemma 2.1, 
rp,:S2, -A2-+Si - A’ is a homeomorphism and since the two-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure of A2 is zero, we have 
II u(L) II = II 4L)l9(M) II = II 49 II. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Let M, be the component of M -f -‘(C,) containing the ( + )-end of M. Consider 
a pleated map 7:(X,, r) + M homotopic to the marking fi Since inj(C,, r) 2 inj(M) > io, 
there exists a constant R > 0 depending only on g and i. so that diam(E,, r) d R. For any 
subset A of M and r > 0, let J&4) denote the r-neighborhood of A in M. According to the 
proof of [21, Theorem 9.5131, there exists a sequence (2: (C,, t) -+ M; meN) of pleated 
maps converging to the ( + )-end of M and such that (i) for any x E M+ , there exists m E N 
withJ&,)n_,Y1(x) # 8, and (ii) for any mEN, there exists XE M with j&)nJl?,(x) # 8, 
j;m+1&)nJlr,(x) f 0.0 ne can have a subsequence (fn : (X:,, z,) + M; n E N} of (Tm} satisfy- 
ing the following (3.1) and (3.2). 
(3.1) For all n, ~‘EN with n # n’, N2( fn(&J)nJlr2( fns(Xe)) # 8. 
(3.2) For any two integers n, n’ with 0 < n < n’, fns(E,) is contained in the component of 
M - fn(Cs) containing the ( + )-end of M. 
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Let C, be the closure of the bounded component of M - U ,“= 1 f.(IZJ with C&,&J # f$ 
and C,nf,+ l(C,) # 8. Let D, be the union of the closures A of bounded components of 
M - I,_),“= 1f&J with Anf,(C,) # 8 and Anf,@:,) = 8 for all n’ EN - {n}. The nth block B, 
for {f.(C,)} is the union C,,uD,, see Fig. 1. Note that B, is the compact, connected subset of 
M satisfying that (i) 8B, = fn&)uL + I (&), (ii) JO-& + 1 cfn+ l(&J, and (iii) B,nB,, = 8 for 
all n, n’ EN with n’ - n 2 2. Consider the block i?,, between f.(C,) and either j;,_ 1 (I&) or 
2+ r(ZJ instead of fm = fn+ 1. Then, we have 
vol(B,) - VB(R + 1) < vol(&) < vol(B,) + VB(R + 1) 
where I/B(r) = n(sinh 2r - 2r) in the volume of a 3-ball in H3 of radius r > 0. Hence, one 
can choose {f”> so as to satisfy moreover the following: 
(3.3) There exists I/ = V(g, iO) > 0 such that, for all ncN, I/ < vol(B,) < 2V. 
Here, the practical value of I/ is not significant. We only need the fact that it depends 
only on g and iO. For any n, ~‘EN with n < n’, we say that the union L(n, n’) = Undo-,’ Bi is 
the (n, n’)-bank for {B,} of block-length n’ - n and set u(n, n’) = u(L(n, n’))E%Y(CJ. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a constant K = K(g, iO) > 0, and a sequence {u,} of straight 
3-chains in C,(C,) converging to u(n, n’) with respect to 9,.,.(C,) such that I/ au, 11 d K and 
II urn II 6 II 0, n’) II. 
ProoJ For any m E N, let cm :A3 -+ H3 be a positive, regular simplex with edge length m, 
and consider the Bore1 measure 
w,(M) = i(smearM(o,) - smear,(a,, _)) 
on S@i”t,(M). Let 9,&z, n’) be the subset of supp(w,(M)) consisting of all simplices rs: A3 + M 
whose inner centers are contained in L(n, n’). Since the restriction w,(n, n’) = w,JM)~~,(~,~,) 
has a compact support and bounded total variation, w,(n, n’) is an element of g(M). 
For each 2-face r of any positive (resp. negative) simplex o E supp(w,(n, n’)) whose inner 
center is contained in L(n, n’) - ~V”~(f~(C,)uf~~(~,)), there exists a negative (resp. positive) 
simplex o’_ E supp(w,(n, n’)) with z as a 2-face. This implies that any r E supp(aw,(n, n’)) is 
a 2-face of some OEJV, where _A’” is the subset of supp(w,(n, n’)) consisting of simplices 
whose inner centers are contained in JV~(~,(C,)UJ@J). S’ mce each 3-simplices have four 
2-faces, 
II dw,b, n’) II G4 II w,h n’)L- II = 4vol(~~(f,(~,)uf,,(C,))) d K 
where K = 8VB(R + 2). 
Fig. 1. 
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For any HEN, let %‘@) = {(Yi, yi); i E N} be a set such that (i) Yi (i E N) are mutually 
disjoint, simply-connected subset of A4 with UiT 1 Yi = M, (ii) the diameter of each Yi is less 
than l/m, (iii) each int Yi is homeomorphic to an open 3-ball, and (iv) yi is a point in int Yi. 
Let @(ml be the set of pairs (Pj, J?i) that each is a of q- Yi) for Yi, 
and = Pjnq- ( yi). For any c-r E~illn,,(M), the vertices of its lift 6 : A3 + H3 are contained in 
pis, say ME yj,,. For the straight simplex s0 in H3 with 6o(Vi) = ~j~ (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), 
the composition G+ = q 0 go is an element of ~i”t.(M). Since yis are mutually 
disjoint, this correspondence induces the well-defined map %im’: pi”,, + L&(M). 
Then, z,(n, n’) = (?!/~m”),(w,(n, n’)) is a straight 3-chain in C,(M) satisfying 
11 dz,(n, n’) 11 6 ~~~w,,,(n, n’) II < K. Since Y ly,,, (M): 9&,.(M) + &.(&) is continuous, 
u, = Y*(z,(n, n’)) is a straight 3-chain in C,(C,) with 1) 
x2, x3, x4)eA,, if and only if at 
least one Xi of {xi, x2, x3, x4} is an element of F(A)uA’. Let 
c”: l-14B2 - V4S& + R 
be the lift of c. By Lemma 2.2, for any CJ E I14Si - A0uV4S2,, 20 I14@ is continuous at 0. 
Hence, for any E > 0, there exists a half-ball B, in I14B3 with center (T and such that 
I?0 II”@(a) - c”oI140(a’)l < E for any ~‘EB, - A0uV4S$. Let D be the Dirichlet domain 
for M centered at a point in q-‘(I&, n’)), and let pm, 8, be, respectively, the subsets of 
J’U’(suppMn, 4)) and f’ii’(suppMn, 0) consisting of all simplices whose inner centers 
are contained in the compact set Dnq-‘(L(n, n’)). It is easily seen that there exist half-balls 
Bi, . . ,B, such that V4SL c Us=, B,nI14S$, and ~~n(U~,, B,) = 8, L?,n(Uz=, B,) = 8 
for all sufficiently large m E N. Let /+ be the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure on S’, with 
respect o a fixed spherical metric on S’, . Since F(A) is a countable set and since, by Lemma 
2.1, p2(A2) = 0, we have p2(F(,4)uA2) = 0. Hence, there exist half-balls B,,, (r EN) in I14B3 
such that A,, c u,“=, B,,, nl’14Si$ and II z,(n, n’)lsJ < E (mEN), IIz(n, n’)lo, II < E, where 
O,, 0, are, respectively, the subsets of supp(z,(n, n’)) and supp(z(n, n’)) consisting of all 
elements u such that, for a lift 6: A3 + B3 of CJ with inner center in Dnq-‘(I_+, n’)), (MY, 
(?(vl), f5(uz), (?(u3)) is an element of lJ,“= 1 El,+,. Since I14Si is compact, there exists a finite 
subset {B,,, . . . ,I$*, BgI, . . . ,B,,} of {B,; rEN}u{B,; aeI14S$ - A0uV4S#$} with 
I14S2, c % = B,!v ... uB,.~uB,,u ... uB,,. 
If m is sufficiently large, then for a lift 6 of any o~supp(z,,,(n, n’)) with inner center in 
Dnq-‘(I& n’)), (li(+J, o”(u& ii( C(v3)) is contained in %!. Since l(z,(n, n’) jl = 
II z(n, 4 I ,!qMj II = WUn, 41, 
I c(~&&, 0) - c(~&(n, n’)bd)I d E vW(n, 4) + 2 II c II. 
This shows that lim m_co~(~,) = c(u(n, n’)). Hence, {u,,,} converges weakly to u(n, n’) with 
respect to 9~‘,.,.(&). Finally, by Lemma 3.1, we have 11 u(n, n’)II = 11 z(n, n’) (1 
= II z,(n, n’) II 3 (I u, I/. This completes the proof. q 
It is easily seen that the fundamental 3-cocycle Ok on M can be extended to the 
continuous map C~ :9’(M) -+ R, in particular C~ E 9L,.(M)nZ~(M). Moreover, Lemma 4.3 
in Section 4 will show thatf*(a1Cf)EZz(X8) can be extended to an element of 9~h.c.(Cg). 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let be boundary-irreducible Haken manifold, and let N be an 
oriented, hyperbolic 3-manifold with a homotopy equivalence map f0 : W -+ N. Zf inj(N) > 0 
and N contains at least one geometrically injinite tame end, then [f$(os)] is a non-trivial 
element of Hz(W, R) with II [ fO*(wN)] 11 = vs. 
Proof. Since f: : Hl(N, R) + Hz( W; R) is an isometric isomorphism, it suffices to show 
that II Cod II = v3. For any singular simplex 0: A3 + N, 
1 uN(c) ( = 1 Q,(straight(a)) 1 < v3. 
This proves that I/ CwNl II < /I oN /I < v3. If /I [wN] /I were strictly less than v3, then there 
would exist E > 0 and a bounded 2-cochain d E C;(N) such that 11 ON + 6(d) (I < v3 - E. By 
Scott [17], N contains a compact core C with incompressible boundary and homotopy 
equivalent o W (possibly not homeomorphic to W). Let & be a connected component of 
N - int C containing a geometrically infinite tame end of N. By applying the argument in 
the proof of Lemma 3.2 for the ( + )-end of M to the end d of N, we have straight 3-chains 
zk(l, n) of C,(N) for all m, n E N satisfying the conditions quite similar to what the elements 
z,(l, n) of C,(M) satisfy. If m is sufficiently large, then for any straight simplex 
QE supp(&(l, n)), 
1 ONb.) 1 = I%b)I > v3 - f&. 
This shows that oN(zk(ll n)) > (vJ - ~/2) 11 z&(1, n) II. Since 
II ON + WI II II zb(L 4 II 2 IbN + WkhU, 411, 
and since II zL(l, n) II -+ GO as n + cc, we have 
II oN + 6(d) /I 2 lim sup 
n+ca 
I (UN + WM,U, n))i 
II zL(A 4 II 
= lim sup 
“+cO 
I WN(Z~(~, 4) + 4SdL 411 
II 4dL 4 II 
~ lim sup I WN(&(~~ 4) I - K’ II d II 
n-m II &d4 4 II 
where K’ > 0 is a constant depending only on inj(N) and the genus of 88. This contradic- 
tion implies I/ [wN] )I = v3. 0 
4. PROOF OF THE KEY LEMMA 
Throughout this section, we suppose that (M,,, J,), (M,, fJ are elements of H+ (C,) such 
that (M,, fO) is doubly-degenerate and satisfying inj(&) > iO for a given i0 > 0. We denote 
by U the upper-half-space model for H3uSL. 
First of all, we will survey main results given in this section, where some arguments are 
inspired from those in [21, Section 6.41. Lemma 4.3 gives the elements ci (i = 0, 1) of 9”‘,.,.(C,) 
extendingA*( We suppose that // [co] - [cl] // < E, and consider, for any .sO > 0, the 
blocks in L(n, n’) c MO in which c1 is co-bad (the definition of c1 being so-good (&,-bad) in 
a block will be given later). If we choose E > 0 sufficiently small comparing with .Q, and 
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n’ - n sufficiently large, then the blocks in which cl is &,-bad occupy only a small part of 
L(n, n’) (the inequality (4.6)). This implies that, for any SEN, there exists E = E(S) > 0 and 
n0EN such that, for each mEN, L(mno, (m + l)nO) contains a sub-bank 
L(n, - s, n, + s + 1) of block-length 2s + 1 such that, in each block B, of 
L(n, - s, n, + s + l), c1 is a(s)-good for some a(s) > 0 with lim,,,a(s) = 0 (Sublemma 4.5). 
This means that, for a lift 5: A3 + U of a~supp(z(n,,, - s, n, + s + 1)) - (small part), the 
straight simplex h(C): A3 -+ U with ideal vertices h(Z(u,J), ._. ,h(c?(~~)) is nearly regular. 
Thus, if we set 5(u0) = h(G(v,)) = co E iXJ, then {5(u1), 5(uz), g(u3)) spans a regular triangle 
in C and {h(@i)), &%)), h(%))} d oes a nearly regular triangle. Besides z(n, n’) E &3(M,), 
we will define new Bore1 measures p*(n, n’) E g(M,) for all sufficiently large integer r such 
that supp(p,(n, n’)) consists of all elements in Y(&) each of whose vertices is ideal, whose 
inner centers are contained in L(n, n’) and whose absolute volume is greater than v3 - b(r) 
for some b(r) > 0 with lim,, a, b(r) = 0. In fact, by using the measures p,(nm - s, n, + s + l), 
one can show that, for any mutually close (r, 7 E supp(z(n, - s, n, + s + 1)) - (small part), 
h(8) and h(T) are also close to each other. These facts imply that there exist y,,,, yb E PSLz(C) 
so that the restriction E,,J T,: Tk + C c dU of the measurable map t?,,, = 
(Y:, ISJ o h o (Yn. I sd - 1 : s”, -+ s’m ’ is well approximated by the (identical) inclusion i: Tk + C, 
where Tk is a regular triangle in C of edge length 2k (Lemma 4.4). This lemma will be used in 
Section 5 to show that, for a certain sequence {fnm} of closed geodesics in MO with the lengths 
bounded and converging to the ( + )-end of M,, the lengths of the corresponding closed 
geodesics c. in M1 are also bounded, and hence MO and Ml have the same ( + )-ending 
lamination. 
Let Ti be the Kleinian group corresponding to Mi and pi: II + Ti the isomorphism 
induced from J$ for i = 0, 1. Consider the CTM-maps Fi : B3 + B3 for pi and the CTM- 
inverse 
cp(J =(F&_.*)-‘:s2, -A2+S& -A’ 
for FO. The composition 
h=(Flls~)“cPo:S2,-Az-+S2, 
is continuous and equivariant with respect to the isomorphism p1 0 pi 1 : To --t rl. We 
regard that h is a measurable map from S’, to S”, defined almost everywhere and say that 
h is the comparing map for MO and Ml. As in Section 3, MO admits the blocks B, and the 
banks L(n, n’) associated to a sequence {f”: C, + M,; nEN} of pleated maps satisfying 
(3.1)-(3.3). For any neN, we fix the base point x, E B, and a point f, in q- ‘(x,), where 
q : H3 + M,, is the universal covering. 
For any k E (O}uN, the standard, regular triangle Tk of the edge length 2k in C is the 
triangle with the ordered vertices (( - 2)ka1, ( - 2)kaz, ( - 2)ka3), where 
al= -1-m n 
2 6’ 
.,=1-J= 
2 6’ a3=3. 
Note that the inner center of Tk is the origin of C, and Area = qk-l,,/? 
Now, we parameterize the set A (+) of all positive, straight simplices G: A3 --, B3 with 
++J, 019 rz, v3)) = s’,, that is, u E I14Si - V4S$ and vol(o) > 0. For any 0 : A3 + U E A(+), 
there exists the unique ~EPSL~(C) = Isom+(H3) satisfying y(co) = a(~), y(ai) = a(ul), 
y(aJ = c(uZ), and y(H)so(u,), where H = {zEC; Im(z) > - g/6}. Consider the 
bijection 
x:PSL,(C)XH-+A’+’ 
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defined by ~(y, z) = y 0 oZ, where cZ : A3 + B3 is the straight ideal simplex with ran = co, 
cZ(vl) = al, cZ(uZ) = a2 and ~~(0~) = z. We regard x as a parametrization for A(+). The 
following lemma is easily proved by the contruction of x, so the proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 4.1. For the inclusion i: A(+) -+ I14SL - V4S$, c I14B3 - V4S$, the composition 
map i 0 x : PSL,(C) x H -+ l14B3 + V4S; is continuous and injectiue. 
Let p. be the Haar measure on PSL,(C) normalized so that P~((YEPSL~(C); 
y(x) E W }) = vol( W ) for any Bore1 subset W in H3 and a fixed x E H3. For any sufficiently 
large integer r, the 2-disk D,,,(a3) in H of radius l/r centered at a3 admits the two- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure @ with respect to the euclidean metric on C which 
is normalized so that j$‘(~1,r(a3)) = n, that is, p -g’ = r2j2 for the standard Lebesgue meas- 
ure fiZ on C. The subset x(PSL,(C) x D1,,(a3)) of I14B3 - V4Si admits the measure 
~::A+H)) induced from the product measure p. x j$” on PSL,(C) x olil(a3). The Bore1 
measure pL,‘JO on (I14B3 - V4S$J/T0 is defined from ,&’ by using a Dirichlet domain 
D c H3 for MO such that the support is the set of all ideal simplices 6: A: -+ MO with 
5 = pM,(o)l,; for some BE x(PSL,(C) x ol,,(a3)). That is, for any Bore1 subset B of 
PM,(X(PSLZ(C) x %(a3)h 
,uj,‘&(B) = ~~,‘&({cTEP;~(B); the inner center of aeD}). 
Similarly, the Bore1 measures p(-) ,,“z and pz;& are defined from the set A’-’ of negative, 
straight simplices 0 _ : A3 -+ U E r14S2, - V4S2,. We set 
K.(Mo) = fN& - K&). 
For any n, n' EN with n < n’, let p,(n, n’) be the restriction of p,(M,) to the simplices 
(T E supp(~,(Mo)) whose inner centers are contained in L(n, n’), and set 
o,(n, a’) = y&(6 n’)l9&. 
The following lemma is proved by the argument quite similar to those in Lemmas 3.1 
and 3.2. 
LEMMA 4.2. v&z, n’) is an element of99(&) with 11 v,(n, n’) 11 = 11 p,.(n, n’) 11 = n vol(L(n, n’)). 
Furthermore, there exists a constant K = K( g, io) > 0 (independent of r, n, n’), and a sequence 
{u,.;,,) of straight 3-chains in C3(E,) converging weakly to v,(n, n’) with respect to 9,,,.(C,) and 
satisfying II k.,, II d K II or;, II 6 II dn, n’) II. 
LEMMA 4.3. For i = 0, l,fi*(oM,) E 22(X.,) is naturally extended to an element of5&&J, 
denoted by ci. 
Proof Let vol: I14B3 -+ R be the map such that, for r~ EJ14B3 - V4S& vol(o) is the 
volume of the straight simplex CJ, and for CT EV4S& vol(o) = 0. First, note that the restriction 
Fi = n4Fi ( “482 _ o*s’, : n4B2 - V4S~ + I14B3 of n4Fi is continuous. Let Ai c Sk be the 
countable, exceptional set of Ti. Obviously, the proof is complete if the composition 
~010 Fi: I14(B2 - Ai) - V4(Sk - Ai) + R is continuous. It is easily seen that v01 is not 
continuous at d = (x1, x2, x3, x4) E IT4B3 if and only if 0 E I14SL and at least three of 
C x1, x2, x3, x4) mutually coincide. For example, through {on = (co,u,/n, u,/n, u,/n)} con- 
verges to ffm = (co, O,O, 0) in I14U, {vol(a,) = v3) d oes not converge to vol(0,) = 0. Since, 
for any XESZ, - Fi(Ai), FL ’ (x)nS& consists of at most two points, for any 
oer14(B2 - AJ - V4(S& - Ai), ~01 is continuous at F,(o). 0 
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We set Y,(Mi) = PM~(II”S~ - V4Si) C Y(Mi), Ym(Xg) = Pxe(I14S& - V4Sk) C 
9(&J and pm(MO) = 9&(M0)n~(Mo) = PM,(I14(S& - A2) - V4(S$ - A’)). Obviously, 
Ym(Mi)nYr”t,(Mi) = 8. The quotient map 
of the p; ‘-equivariant map 
I-I%&: rrys”, - AZ) - vys; - AZ) + r14s; - v?s; 
is the restriction Y 1~~~~~) of the map Y defined in Section 3. By the definition of 
c1~9~,,.(CS)nZ2(C,), for any crept, we have ~~($(a)) = 0 if I14Fl(G))~V4S$,, and 
otherwise, 
(4.1) 
where G) E I14S& - V4S& (resp. ~7 E I14S2, - V4SL) is a lift of t&a) (resp. of a), and 
h = l-14h: l-14(S’, - A2) - V4(S; - A2) -+ I14Sz,. 
For a fixed &,eH3, let p2 (resp. i2) be the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure on 
S’, = 8B3 (resp. S’, = Cu(o0)) with respect o the euclidean metric on B3 with & the origin 
(resp. on U with I,, = (0, fi) E C x R,). 
For any n E N, there exists a pleated mapf,’ : (C,, 2;) -+ MO such that C, contains a point 
yn with f~(~,,)~Jlr,(x,). Since inj(C,, 7;) > inj(M,) 3 iO, the diameter of (C,, 7;) is less 
than R = R(g, iO) > 0. It follows that MO contains a non-contractible loop 1, of 
length < 2(R + 1) with 1,3x, and such that I, - {x,} is a geodesic arc in M,,. It is well 
known that there exists a constant Ri = R1(iO, 2(R + I)) = Rl(g, io) > 0 such that the 
closed geodesic L freely homotopic to 1, in M0 is contained in the R,-neighborhood of I, in 
M,, for example, see [2, Lemma 2.11. Since length(l,) < 2(R + l), x, is contained in the 
R,-neighborhood of &, where R2 = RI + 2(R + 1). Consider a geodesic line &, in 
U = H3uS$, covering t, with L”nn~&,(&) # 8, and an element I,,EI~ with ,J,(&,) = I?, 
whose translation distance t(1,) = inf {dist&x, A,,(x)); xE H3} satisfies i0 < t(&) < 2(R + 1). 
For any n E N, take an element yn E PLS2(C) = Isom+ (H3) with y,(Mi,,/2(?,))320, and hence 
QO’n 4,/e n J R, + i”;2(&) f 8, (4.2) 
where LA” = y,,(&J. Then, there exists k = k( g, io) E N such that, for at least one end point of 
LA’), say z,, the standard triangle Tk of edge length 2k contains the 2-disk of radius 2 
centered at z,. Let D, be the 2-disk of radius 1 in C with int D,sz, which is invariant under 
elliptic rotations around L, -(O). If necessary replacing 1,~ I by 1; ‘, we assume that 
Ago’ c int D, for /zL”’ = y,, 0 I, 0 7, ‘. Since i. d t($,“) = t(&) < 2(R + l), by (4.2) there 
exist constants rl, r2, r3 depending only on g, i. and satisfying rl < r2 < 1, r3 > 0, 
r1 6 radius(#,“(D,)) < r2 and distc(dD,, A~“‘(t?D,)) >, r3. Consider the 2-disk D,$” invariant 
under elliptic rotations around LA” with Leo’ c DL” c D, and such that 
distc(aD!,“, A~“‘(aD,)) = r,/2. We set Ai” = Dh’) - int $,“(D,) and Ak2’ = (;l!,“‘)-‘(Ah”); see 
Fig. 2. Then, we have constants 6i, d2 > 0 depending only on g, i. and satisfying the 
following: 
(i) For any XE PSL2(C), if there exists a regular triangle T with vertices al, u2, v3 in 
AL2’ and a triangle T’ (possibly irregular) with vertices a;, ul,, u; such that distc(r+, vi) < d1 
and distc(l~“)(ui), X(v:)) < d1 for i = 1, 2,3, then 
*i. < t(X) < 4(R + 1). (4.3) 
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Fig. 2. 
(ii) For any Bore1 subset S of Ah” with &(S) < dz, 
&((AIp))-l(s)) + 62 < ffiz(A:2’). 
The following is the key lemma to prove our theorems. 
(4.4) 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that k, hl, a2 are the constants given as above. Then, there is 
a constant E = E(g, io) > 0 such that, if /I [co] - [cl] // < E, then there exists a subsequence 
{x,,,}m”= 1 of {xn}Zz l, and elements yn., $,, E PSL,(C) satisfying ~“,(Mi0/2(2~,))3~0 and
D2({x~ T,; distc(h,(x), x) > Si}) < d2 (45) 
for all mrzN, where h,,, = (Y~IS~)0ho(Yn,Is~)-‘:S2, -S’,. 
Proof For a fixed E > 0, we suppose that 11 [co] - [cl] )I < E. Then, there exists 
a bounded 3-cocycle eEZ~(CJ with 11 e 11 < E, and a bounded 2-cochain d E Ci(E,J with 
(co - cl + e)(o) = 6(d)(a) for any oEYint.(Zq). 
For any co > 0, we say that the bounded 3-cocycle c1 is co-bad in B, = L(n, n + 1) with 
respect o u(n, n + 1) if II u(n, n + l)laCn,&, I( 2 & vol(B,), where 98(n, &) is the subset of 
supp(u(n, n + 1)) consisting of straight simplices 0 with I cl (CT) I < v3 - &. Otherwise, c1 is 
said to be Eo-good in B,. If c1 is &,-bad in B,, then 
ci(n(n, n + 1)) d vAvol(&) - II 44 n + l)I,,n,h,ll) + (~3 - J&i) II u(n, n + l)lscn,h,II 
= v3 W&) - JG II 4n, n + l)lacn,A, II 
d (v3 - Eo)VOl(~,). 
Let B,, , . . . , B, be the blocks in L(n, n’) in which c1 is so-bad. Then, 
cl(u(n, n’)) < v3 
( 
vol(L(n, n’)) - f vW%l,) 
i=l ) 
+ (v3 - co) i VOW”,) 
i=l 
= v3 vol(L(n, n’)) - ~~ i vol(B,). 
i=l 
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By Lemmas 1.1 and 3.2, (c,, - c,)(u(n, n’)) < K 11 d 11 + E 11 u(n, n’) /I. Since, by Lemma 3.1, 
CC&(% n’)) = v3 II 0, n’) II = v3 II 4% n’) II = v3 ww& n’)), 
P 
(“3 - +‘ol&(% n’)) - v3 vol(L(n, a’)) + EO 2 vol(B,) < K I( d (( _ 
i=l 
This implies that 
Eo i W&,) < . E vol(L(n, n’)) + K I/ d 11. 
i=l 
Since, by (3.3), V d vol(B,) < 2V for all MEN, we have 
This gives the following inequality: 
<2”+ Klldll a 
n’ - n EO EoV(n’ - n)‘ 
(4.6) 
For any e1 > 0, there exists r E N such that, if CJ E supp( p,(Mo)), then 1 vol(cr) I > v3 - cl. 
We say that cl is &,-bad in B, with respect to v,(n, n + 1) if 
II dn, n + 1) I wcr;n,sj /l 3 fivol(B,), where %T(r; n,$&) is the subset of supp(v,(n, n + 1)) 
consisting of straight simplices 0 with I cl(~) 1 < v3 - fi. Then, as above, 
cl(u,(n, n + 1)) < 7rv3 -*)vol(B.). 
Let B,;, . . . , B, be the blocks in L(n, n’) in which cr is &,-bad with respect o v,(n:, ni + 1). 
Then, we have 
cl(v,(n, n’)) 6 rcv3 vol(L(n, n’)) -fi i vol(B,;). 
j=l 
Since co@+@, n’)) > (~3 - 4 II dn, n’) II = (~3 - 4 II p,(n, n’) II = 74~3 - 4 WUn, 0, by 
Lemmas 1.1 and 4.2. 
fi i vol(B,;) G r&r + s)vol(L(n, n’)) + K II d 11. 
j=l 
This implies that 
b* V < 2n(n’ - n)(E1 + E) I/ + K jl d I( 
and, hence, 
(4.7) 
If we took “,,&” instead of “fi” in the definition of El-bad, then the right-hand side of the 
inequality (4.7) would be always greater than 2n, so we could not show that b is sufficiently 
small comparing with n’ - n. 
The proof of Lemma 4.4 is interrupted for a while. We will present in advance the 
following two sublemmas and their consequences (4.8)-(4.12). 
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SUBLEMMA 4.5. For any SEN, there exists E = E(S) > 0 and n, E N such that, for each 
rn~N, L(mno, (m + l)n,,) contains a sub-bank L(n, - s, n, + s + 1) satisfying thefollowing: 
(4-i) In each block B, ofL(n, - s, n, + s + l), cl is 2-‘“-good with respect to u(n, n + 1). 
(4-ii) In the center block B,n of L(n, - s, n, + s + l), cr is 2-24r-good with respect to 
orD(n,, n, + 1) for all p E N with 1 < p < s, where rp = rp( p) is the minimum natural number 
satisfying that Ivol(a)( > vg - 2-24pfor any a~supp(~~,(&)). 
Proof: For e, = 22’” and E1 = 2-24s, we set E(S) = min {s0/64s, 1 /2}. Then, by (4.6) and 
(4.7), we can choose no EN so that (i) no z 0 mod(l6s), (ii) for each mEN, the number of 
blocks in L(mno, (m + l)n,,) in which cr is so-bad is not greater than n,,/16s, and (iii) for each 
p E N with 1 d p < s, the number of blocks B, in L(mn,, (m + l)n,,) in which cr is 2-24”-bad 
with respect o u,.(n, n + 1) is not greater than 4nn0. 228p < 24-8pn0. For each m EN, we 
divide L(mnO, (m + l)no) into no/& sub-banks L(mn,,, mno + 8s) L(mno + 8s, mn, + 16s), 
..’ 3 L((m + l)no - 8s, (m + l)no) of block-length 8s. By (ii), at least half of these sub- 
banks contain no blocks in which cl is &,-bad. We denote such banks by 
L(aI, a, + Ss), . . . , L(ak, ak + 8s) (k = 1, . . . ,no/16s). By (iii), the number of blocks in 
L(mno, (m + l)no) in which cr is 2- 24p-had for some integer p (1 d p < s) is not greater than 
i 24-8pno < $). 
p=l 
Thus, some L(aj, aj + 8s) contains at least 6s-blocks in which cr is 2-24p-goad for all p 
with 1 6 p d s. At least one B,” of such blocks belongs to the sub-bank 
L(aj + 3s - 1, aj + 5s + 1) of block-length 3s. Then, the sub-bank L(n, - s, n, + s + 1) 
contained in L(aj, aj + 8s) is our desired one. cl 
For any w E (0) UN, the w-net of the standard, regular triangle Tk is the subdivision of 
Tk into 4” regular sub-triangles of edge length 2k-w. The sub-triangle containing the origin 
of C is called the center triangle of the w-net; see Fig. 3. We denote the set of vertices of all 
such sub-triangles by V,( Tk). For the k = k( g, io) E N as above and for any r E N, consider 
the 2-disk DI,,(a3) in C of radius l/r centered at a,EC, and the map 
n,,,:Dl,,(a3) x V,,,(T,) + C such that, for any fixed aEDIir(a3), nr,,(a, .): V,,,(T,) + C is the 
restriction of an orientation-preserving similar map S, : C + C satisfying 
S,,(aI) = a,, &(a,) = a; see Fig. 4. 
The 3-net OFTI: the shaded area is the center triangle. 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
In other words, for (a, x)~D~,,(a~) x V,,,(T,), qr,,,(u, x) is defined by 
rr,wk 4 = E 
3 
1 (a - 4 + al. 
In particular, for any x E VJT,), v~,~(. , x) : DI,,(a3) + C is also a similar map. The proof of 
the following sublemma is quite elementary, so we only give its outline. 
SUBLEMMA 4.6. For any DEN and b ER with 0 < b < 1, there exists w. = w,(k, r, b)~ N 
such that, for all integer w with w 3 wo, q,,,,(Dl,,.(a3) x V,(T,)) contains {XE Tk; 
dist(x, al) 3 6). Furthermore,for any Bore1 subset A ofDIll(u3) and any XE V,,,(T,), 
&(Dl,r(u3)) = ~2(?r,~(~l/r(~3) x {x},,’ 
Proof (Outline). Let t be any number with b < t < 1 and 2’9 EN for sone wi EN. Take 
the straight segment a, in the standard, regular triangle To of edge length 1 which connects 
t(u2 - al) + al with t(a3 - al) + al. For any w EN with w 3 k + wl, the intersection 
a,nVW(Tk) consisting of 2”-k t + 1 points laid on a, equidistantly. For any x~a,nVJTk), 
%,w(W~3) x c44 is a 2-disk with center x and of radius at least @/2r, where fit/2 is the 
distance between a, and a, ; see Fig. 5. Since the number fit/2r is independent of w, for all 
sufficiently large w, ~,,,,(Dlir(u3) x (atnVW(Tk))) contains not only a, but also the strip in 
To between the two segments a,_2” and a,+zW. The first assertion of this sublemma is easily 
obtained from this observation. The proof of the second assertion is immediate from the fact 
that ?j,,,,(. , x): DIir(u3) -+ C is the restriction of a similar map for any XE 1/,(Tk). 0 
Let A be a regular ideal simplex in B3 with the first vertex uo. The w-net of A is the union 
of 4” regular ideal simplices A1, , A4” in B3 with the common first vertex u. and such that, 
for any sufficiently small horoball H(uo) in H3 centered at uo, (Aiu ... uA4+H(uo) is equal 
to AnH(uo), and in the upper-half-space model U for B3 with v. = co, the set {A.ndH(u,); 
El = 1, . . . ,4”) determines the w-net for the regular triangle An8H(vo). We note that A is 
properly contained in A1 u ‘.. uAqw. The simplex A, containing the inner center of A is 
called the center simplex of the w-net. Let A,(a) be the regular ideal simplex in H3 such that 




CT is the center simplex of the k-net of Ak(d). For any w E N with w > k, the restriction of the 
w-net of A,(o) to simplices A. with intA,r\o # 8 forms the (w - k)-net of (T. 
By Sublemma 4.5, for each mEN, the following hold: 
(4.8) c1 is 2T2” -good in any block of L(n, - s, n, + s + 1). Hence, there exists a subset 
Q?,, of sup(u(n, - s, n, + s + 1)) with 11 u(n, - s, n, + s + l)Iq, )I < (2s + 1)2-‘+r V and 
such that 1 cl(o)1 2 v3 - 2-” for any VESU~(U(~,,, - s, n, + s + 1)) - V,,. 
(4.9) For any PEN with p < s, supp(ur,(nm, n + 1)) contains a subset VI with 
[Iu,~(Iz~, n, + l)lV, II < 2-8p+1V and such that Icr(o)l > v3 -2-8p for any 
(T E supp(u~,(q,,, n, + 1)) - VI. Here, we note that, for any (T E supp( ,u~~(&,)), I vol(o) 1 > 
vg - 2-24p. 
We set, for a positive, regular ideal simplex greg : A3 + B3, 
zu” = +(smearHl(o,,,) - smear&o,,& _)). 
Let 9’(n,) be the set of regular ideal simplices in B3 whose inner centers are in ,y,‘,(Z.,) and 
vertices are in Si - A’, and let Y+(n,), Y- (n,) be the subsets of Y(n,) consisting of 
positive and negative simplices respectively. By (4.1) and (4.Q for a given w EN with w P- k, 
there is an so EN such that, for any s E N with s 2 so, there exists a subset go of Y(n,) such 
that I( zH’ Jgo II is arbitrarily small (on s) and such that, for any (JE Y(n,J - go, each regular 
ideal simplex oi in the w-net of Am satisfies Ivol(h(oi))I = Icr($(~i)) I > v3 - 2-“, where 
pi = PM,(oi). We say that such a w-net is called 2-“-good with respect o h. Here, II zH31@, II 
arbitrarily small means that, for any 6 > 0, there exists so = (g, io, w, 6) EN independent of 
m such that II zH3 I@lo /I < 6 for all s > so. For any p E N with p d s, let Y(n,; rP) be the subset 
of supp(p,P,n3) consisting of ideal simplices whose inner centers are in &0(x”,,) and vertices 
are in S’, - A’, where 
By (4.1) and (4.9), there exists a subset @, of 9’(nm, rP) such that 11 p,,,p 18, )I is arbitrarily 
small (on p) and such that, for any r~ EY(n,; * rP) - ~I,Ivol(h(4)I = IclO,&))l 2 v3 - 2-8p. 
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Two Bore1 measures vl, v2 on a topological space X is said to be absolutely K- 
comparable for some K > 1 if, for any Bore1 subset A in X, 
Letf : X + Y be a continuous map between topological spaces, and vx, vr Bore1 measures 
on X and Y respectively. Then, we denote by vx z (s,K)vy that f,(vx) is absolutely K- 
comparable with vy. 
For any XES~, letj,:B3 + U be a diffeomorphism such that j, I H3 is an isometry with 
A(x) = a3,j,(G) = (0, fi) E C x R+ . Since any elliptic rotation of B3 taking x to the 
south-pole of B3 and fixing the origin x”,, is isometric with respect o the euclidean metric 
on B3. we have 
r2p2 ID"' =(j,,K,)riiYI D,,(q) 
for any r E N and some K I 2 1 independent of r and x, where D@) = j; ’ (Di,&z3)) is a 2-disk 
in S”, containing x and fir’ is the Lebesgue measure on C used to define pi:H)’ and ,uiyd,. Let 
&, : Y+ (n,) -+ I13S:, iI : 9’(n,; rp) + I14Si be the topological embeddings defined by 
i&r) = (y 0 &A Y 0 0i), Y 0 ~(0~)) for 0 E y+ (n,), and ii (a’) = (Y o C’(Q), Y o g’(ri), Y 0 o’(G 
y 0 c’(u3)) for cr’ E 9(n,; rp), where y is a fixed element of Isom+(H3) with y(Z,J = x”,,. Then, 
we have 
and 
kH’IY(n.;r,) =‘(ir,&) n3p2 x (44 I i,(y(n,;r,)) 
for some Kz = K,(i,) 3 1 independent of s and rp. Set v. = 50.&13pL2 l;0(y+4”,(n,JJ a d 
vi = ~1.+(I13~2 x (r&u2)~il~y~,m;r3J for the projections to: I13Si + I12SL, <r : I14SL + I13Si 
neglecting the last factors. By the Fubini Theorem, supp(v,) and supp(vJ contain, respec- 
tively, subsets Go, a1 such that 1) v. 1 a, 11, )I v1 I g, II are arbitrarily small and satisfying the 
following: 
(4.10) For any (x0, xl)~supp(vo) - Go, there exists a subset z. of S’, with ~~(8,) 
arbitrarily small and such that, for any x3 E S”, - z. with IJ = &‘(xo, x1, x~)E~‘+(Iz,,,), the 
w-net of A,(o) is 2-“-good with respect o h. 
(4.11) For any (x0, xi, X~)E supp(v,) - gl, there exists a subset z1 of S’, with rip2(z1) 
arbitrarily small and such that, for any x3 ES: - br with 0’ = c;‘(xo, xl, ~2, X~)E 
Y(n,; r,), vol(h(a’)) > v3 - 2-8P. 
Let CI = a.+_, : S’, - {x0, x1> + S”, - (x0, x1} be the diffeomorphism such that, for any 
X3ESZ, - (x0, xl}, (x0, x1, a(x3), x3) is the positive, regular ideal simplex. By the definitions 
of co and sP+ (n,), for any (x0, x1, x3) E io(9+ (n,)), the inner center of c = (x0, x1, a(x,), x3) 
is contained in the compact subset ..N&(Zo) of H3. It follows that there exists a constant 
K3 = K3(i0) > 1 independent of s and (x0, x1,x3)Eio(~+(%l)) satisfying 
I/& G II k,,,.,Cd II G f6. S’ mce go, gr, bo, b, and a(b,) are arbitrarily small, there 
exists (x0, x1, X~)E iO(9+ (n,)) such that (i) the inner center of 
co = iO’(xo, x,,x3)E~+(%lJ 
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is contained in Jlri,/z(ZnJ, (ii) (X0, xi)~supp(v,) - a,, x~ESZ, - bO, (x0, xi, GI(X~))E 
supp(v,) - &i, and (iii) o. satisfies the following: 
(4.12) The 2-disk Drlrl(a3) contains Bore1 subsets Fe(s), pl(s; rp) with a3490(s) and 
such that both 
are arbitrarily small and such that, for any a\ E Dllr,(a3) - 9i(s; rP), the ideal simplex 0 with 
ordered vertices (a, al, u2, ai) satisfies vol(h(y,’ 0 a)) > v3 - 2-8p, where yn. is the element 
of PSL,(C) with (ynmo a (uO), Y~,~~~(~~), ~~,~a~(u~), Y,,.~o~(u~)) = (00, Ul, U2, ~3). Further- 
more, for the positive, regular ideal simplex u with (g(uo), a(#,), cr(v3)) = (co, ai, uj), 
a; ED,,~,(u~) - Fe(s), the w-net of Ak(ynll 0 a) is 2-“-good with respect o h. 
Since the inner center of y,,. 0 co is go and that of (TV is contained in Mi,/2(x”,,J, Z. 
is contained in y,,(Ni,/z(Za,I)), and hence LA,“’ = y&J satisfies (4.2). Since 
u3 ~&,,,(a~) - Fe(s), vol(h(oo)) > v3 - 2-“. This implies that the straight 3-simplex h(ao) is 
close to a regular ideal simplex in I14S& - V4Si. Let $,, E PSL,(C) be the unique element 
with (&,(ho ao( $J~"~~(~l)), Y#~~o(~~))) = ( co, a,, u2). Then, y# 0 co(u3)) is close to 
u3 in C. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4 (continuation). First, we will determine p. If p = p(g, io, h2, k) = 
p( y, io) is sufficiently large, then by (4.12), for all s E N with s > p and all m E N, 
P2(Fl(s; rp)) < 62 
fi2&(U3)) ‘= 
(4.13) 
where 9(s; rp) = Fo(s)uF1(s; rp). Since, for any uj E Dl,,,(u3) - F(s; rp), the straight 
simplex c’ : A3 -+ U with ordered vertices (co, ul , u2, a;) satisfies vol(h(y,;l 0 0’)) = 
vol(Ii,(o’)) > v3 - 2-8P, p = p(g, io, k, hl, 6,) = p(g, io) can be taken again so that 
1 61 
- < < 3,2k’ 
2fi 2 
I%&;) - a31 < & and (1 + ,) (4.14) 
Next, we will determine w. By Sublemma 4.6, there exists w = w(k, rP, 6,) = w(g, io) E N 
with w > k and such that 
%,,w(&,r,(U3)X Vw(Tk)) = Tk..,2J;; = fxETk;dist(xt Ud 2 452/9&j. 
Last, we will determine s. For any a EC - {al}, we denote by T,(u) the regular triangle 
in C with the orientation compatible with C such that the first (resp. third) vertex of the 
center triangle of the k-net of T,(u) is a, (resp. a). In particular, T,(u3) = Tk. 
For the regular ideal simplex 0 with ordered vertices (co, al, a;, a;) with 
a\ E Dl,,,(u3) - 9(s; rP) and a; = (a; - u,)e-“fii3 + a,, the w-net of Ak(yL1 0 a) is 2-“- 
good with respect o h. Hence, one can take s = ~(6,) w, k, p) = s(g, i,)EN with s Z p, so 
that for any Xi E V,(Tk(U;)), 
where xi is the point of v,,,(T,(h,(u;))) corresponding to Xi; see Fig. 6. By (4.14), we have 
IXi - x!')[ < $6, and IX!"- x~I <$S,, 
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. . . . points of V~(Tk(h&z;))) 
- 
o... pomts of h(Vt~(Tk(a;))) 
Fig. 6. 
where xy) is the point of Y,,,( Tk) corresponding to xi E V,(T&;)) and xi E V,( Tk(h,(n;))); 
see Fig. 7. Thus, for any Xi E V,,,(Tk(aj)), 
Note that 
I hnj(xJ - Xi I 6 61. 
fi2K&ZJ;;) = *rea(T,;JF,2J;;) = 4k-1&$24k-1.J5 1-A . ( > 
For a Bore1 subset A of Dllr,, we set H,P,,(A) = rll,,,(A x V,(T,)). Since 
Kp.WvA,&3)) 2 q&J;;, by (4.13) and Sublemma 4.6, 
Then, we have 
Since Kp, W(k ,l,(a3)) is contained in the 2k/r,-neighborhood of Tk, by (4.14), 
i22Wrp,w(4,r,(~3N - Tk) < Jk- ‘$ (( zg+!p. 1 + 
This implies that 
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Fig. 7. 
Our desired E = E(S) is determined from the constant s = s(g, i,,) chosen as above. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. Cl 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS AND COROLLARIES 
Now, we are ready to prove our main theorems and corollaries. 
Proof of Theorem A. Let (M,, fJ, (MI, fi) be elements of yi”+ (C,) such that (I&,, fe) is 
doubly-degenerate and inj(&, fO) 2 i0 > 0. We suppose that (1 [co] - [cl] I/ < E for 
E = ~(g, io) > 0 given in Lemma 4.4, where cif 9,,,.,,(C,)nZ~(C,) is the 3-cocycle extending 
fi*(o,&. For each m E N, let & be the geodesic line in U, Ann the element of To, and A!,!‘, 
A!,:’ the annuli in Tk invariant under elliptic rotations around LAY’ = y&J given in 
Section 4. By (4.4) and (4.5), there exists a regular triangle T in C with vertices ul, u2, u3 such 
that (i) u1 , v2, o3 E A!,:‘, (ii) #,z’(v,), A!,:)(Q), A_~~‘(u3) E Ai:’ and (iii) distc(ui, hm(Ui)) < 6,) 
distc(l!,z’(uJ, h,(ALz’(ui))) < Sr for i = 1, 2, 3, where A::,’ = yn,o A,I 0 r,‘. Since h is 
equivariant with respect to pr 0 pi 1 : To + rl and since E, = (7; 1 s;) 0 h 0 (yn. )st)- ‘, 
h,(i~~‘(t+)) = 7;” ho An,0 ynll(~J = yio [p1opO ‘(A,,)] “(y&)-l (Ii,(V This shows that 
distc(%f)(oJ, Y; o [PI o PO l(&,Il o (YLJ-‘(L(s))) < 61 
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for i = 1, 2, 3. By (4.3) 
Thus, we have the sequence {cm),“= 1 of closed geodesics in MI such that, for each m E N, 
length (cm) < 4(R + 1) andfe o/Ir(F,) is freely homotopic to b. in M,, where PI : Ml + C, is 
a homotopy inverse of fi. Since sup,{length(Cn)) < co, (cn}g= I cannot remain in any 
compact subset of Ml. If (F,) has a subsequence converging to the ( - )-end of Ml, then by 
[2], the ( + )-ending lamination for MO coincides with the ( - )-ending lamination for Ml. 
Then, by the similar argument, it is shown that the ( - )-ending lamination for MO coincides 
with the ( + )-ending lamination for Ml. By Minsky’s Ending Lamination Theorem [14], 
there exists an orientation-reversing isometry a : MO + Ml such that ct of0 is homotopic 
to fi. In particular, a*(~,,) = - WM,,. Thus, [cl] = [fI*(e&,)] = [fo*oa*(~M,)]= 
- [f$(~~,)] = - [co]. Then, we have 11 [co] - [cl] 11 = 2 11 [co] 11 < E. This contradicts 
that (1 [co] II = v3 by Proposition 3.3. Hence, {c,} converges to the ( + )-end of Mr. Again by 
[2], the ( + )-ending lamination for MO coincides with that for MI. And similarly, the ( - )- 
ending lamination for MO coincides with that for Ml. Thus, Minsky’s theorem implies that 
there exists an orientation-preserving isometry a: MO + Ml such that CI of0 is homotopic 
to fi . This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Corollary B. Let (MO, fO) be a doubly degenerate lement of X+ (C,), and let 
{(M,, fn)}z= 1 be a sequence of yi”+ (X,) such that {[fn*(~MM.)]e} converges to [f$(~&]~ in 
HB3(C,; R). Since, then, lim,,, I/ [fo*(o&] - [fn*(o&] (( = 0, Theorem A implies that 
M, is isometric to M,, for all sufficiently large HEN. In particular, (M,, J,) must be 
doubly-degenerate. 0 
Proof of Corollary C. Let 1 be a simple, non-contractible loop in Es. For any n E N, let 
j,: ZZs + X9 be the homeomorphism defined by doing the Dehn twists along I n times. 
Consider a doubly degenerate lement (MO, &)E 2+(&J with inj(MO) > i0 > 0, and the 
sequence {(M,,, fJ}z= 1 of Z+ (I&) with M, = MO and fn =fO oj, : C, -+ M. Note that, for each 
n E N, inj(M,,) = inj(M,-J B i,, . We set c, = fn*(oMO) (n E N) and consider the smallest Banach 
subspace E of HB3(I&; R) containing { [c,&)~= 1. 
Now, we will show that E is an infinite-dimensional R-subspace of HB3 (C,; R). If E were 
finite-dimensional, then by Proposition 3.3, ([c,&}Z= 1 would be contained in the compact 
subset E(v3) = { [c]~E E; II [c] II = v3} of the Banach space (HB3(C,; R), II . (I ). Thus, { [~,]a} 
has a subsequence {[CnciJe} converging to a point in E(v3). Then, by Theorem A, for all 
sufficiently large n(i), n(j) with n(i) < n(j), there exists an orientation-preserving isometry 
CI :M,(i) + M.cj~ such that ~10 S.cj~ is homotopic t0f.o). Thus the ( + )-ending lamination A+ 
of M”(i) is invaritant under the (n(j) - n(i))-right full twist. This contradicts that I is not a leaf 
of A+ by [21, Proposition 9.3.81. It follows that E is an infinite dimensional R-subspace of 
HB3(C,; R). Since HB3(C,; R) is a Banach space, the observation by Mitsumatsu [15, 
Section 21 implies that the dimensions of both Hz&; R) and HB3(X,; R) are the cardinarity 
of the continuum. This completes the proof. 0 
Let (MO, fO), (Ml, fi) be elements of X+ (C,) with inj(MJ, inj(M,) 2 i0 > 0. Consider the 
CTM-maps Fi: B3 + B3 for (Mi, fi), i = 0, 1. Suppose that (M,,, fO) is singly-degenerate and 
the ( + )-end of MO is geometrically infinite. Then, the CTM-inverse for F0 is defined by 
4obf’ = (&I*_-*‘) . -‘.S;-A’+H_ -A’. 
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If (M,, fi) is either quasi-Fuchsian or singly-degenerate with the ( + )-end geometrically 
infinite, then the comparing map for M,, and MI is defined by 
If (M,, fi) is singly degenerate with the ( - )-end geometrically infinite, then the comparing 
map is defined by 
h = (F,I.+_,l)o(rls’,)ocPb+‘:S2, - A2 +SZ, 
where r : B3 + B3 is the isometric involution with fix(r) = B’. Note that, the restriction r( x, 
of the map r: C, x (- co, co) -+ C, x (- co, co) covered by r is the identity map of Xg, so the 
class [fO*(oM1)] E Hz@,; R) is invariable under the involution r. Using the quotient space 
cY’((H3uH_)/Il) = (I-i4(H3uZf_) - V4H_)/H 
instead of Y&J, one can prove the following lemma by the argument quite similar to that 
in the proof of Theorem A. 
LEMMA 5.1. With the notation as above, ifI1 [f$(ou,)] - [fi*(oy,)] )I < s(g, i,,), then MI 
is also singly-degenerate and the ending lamination of the geometrically injinite end 
of MI coincides with the ( + )-ending lamination of MO. 0 
We may take the constants s(g, iO) in Theorem A and Lemma 5.1 so as to satisfy 
e(h. iO) < e(g, iO) whenever g < h. 
Proof of Theorem D. Let (M,,, f& (M,, fi) be pairs satisfying the assumptions of 
Theorem D. If there exists an orientation-preserving isometry ~1: M,, + MI with c( 0 f0 
homotopic to fi, then CC*(W~,) = Ok, and hence [ fI*(oy,)] = [ fO* 0 CI* (wy,)] = [ fO*(o,&]. 
This shows (i) * (ii). Since the proof of (ii) 3 (iii) is obvious, it suffices to prove (iii) =z. (i). 
By [ 173, MO, MI contain compact cores Co, C, with incompressible boundary. Let 
{ Bi, . . , B,} be the set of components of X,. Let fit’ , i’i?i:” be, respectively, the coverings of 
MO and MI corresponding to ni(Bj) c Al, (fi oP&.(~~(~J) c I, where 
PO : MO + W is a homotopy inverse offO. Let p : fi (A + W be the covering corresponding to 
(fl,),(~,(B,)) t x1(W), andJo’: m(j) + @lj’ the lift ofh for i = 0, 1. Then, 
II c(.P)*(~M~‘)l - c(7lT*bQ4 II = II P*(cfo*bLJ - Cf::kJM,)l) II 
6 II r_fo*bh4,)l - Cf;F(ok,)l II 
where gj = genus(BJ. By Theorem A and Lemma 5.1, fif’ and ay’ have the same ending 
laminations. In particular, for eachj E { 1, . . . , n}, fit’ has a geometrically infinite end. Then, 
Ohshika’s argument in [16] implies that /I00 fi : MO -+ MI is homotopic to a homeomor- 
phism v]: MO + MI with q(C,) = Ci. Hence, the ending lamination of each end of 
MC, coincides with that of the corresponding end of MI via 9. By Minsky’s Ending 
Lamination Theorem [14], u] is homotopic to an isometry CI: MO -+ MI such that ~10 f  is 
homotopic to fi. This isometry is proved to be orientation-preserving by the argument 
similar to that in the proof of Theorem A. This completes the proof. 0 
1246 Teruhiko Soma 
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